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Abstract
The article puts Jon Sobrino and Hans Urs von Balthasar into a mutually corrective dialogue regarding poverty and the church. Sobrino’s goals and outlook are laudable, but his proposal lacks an adequate metaphysical basis, which is seen most clearly in his account of God’s suffering. Balthasar’s theology gives an account of a church characterized by a eucharistic poverty, one of self-dispossession for the sake of others, but also upholds the divine immutability. At the same time, Sobrino’s attentiveness to concrete history serves to correct Balthasar’s problematic and romanticized views of poverty.
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In the wake of the Second Vatican Council, there has been widespread—though not universal—recognition that the salvation intended by God is integral and historical. The recognition of the holistic and historical character of the salvation

1. The most directly relevant document from the council is Gaudium et Spes (December 7, 1965) (hereafter cited in text as GS), http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_const_19651207_gaudium-et-spes_en.html. This perspective
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embodied and mediated in and by the church has taken on a distinctive shape in Latin America, where the reality of unjust distribution of wealth and resources, leading to oppressive poverty, is unmistakable. Among the signs of the times to which the church must attend is the reality of poverty.\(^2\)

In response to this deplorable and dehumanizing situation, the Episcopal Conferences of Latin America’s Roman Catholic Church (CELAM) have articulated what has come to be known as the preferential option for the poor, and called for the church itself to be a poor church in solidarity with the poor (Medellín 14.2–7; Puebla 1134; Aparecida 391–98). Subsequently, the perspectives and directives offered by the CELAM meetings have been incorporated into various papal encyclicals and apostolic exhortations, signaling their reception into what might be called the “mainstream” of the church’s teaching.\(^3\) This article takes up this mantle, and attempts to

---


lend support to this agenda by appeal to two prominent theological voices: Jon Sobrino and Hans Urs von Balthasar.4

From Sobrino, I develop an account of the true church as the church not just for the poor but of the poor, which entails a recovery of the central place of the Kingdom of God in Christ’s life, ministry, and mission. However, a significant shortcoming attends Sobrino’s proposals: the lack of an adequate metaphysical basis for his account of ecclesial poverty. Sobrino’s affirmation of divine passibility risks subverting his purpose of responding to the injustice of suffering by envisioning God in such a way that ontologically underwrites suffering. This shortcoming leads me to supplement Sobrino with Balthasar, from whom I appropriate a kenotic and eucharistic account of the church and its mission. Drawing primarily from Theo-Drama volume 4 and Glory of the Lord volume 7, I investigate the self-dispossessive shape of Christ’s mission, which is carried forward in the church’s mission.5 Christ’s mission is rooted

---


in the kenotic life of the immanent Trinity and finds its logical culmination in the eucharistic distribution of Christ’s flesh and blood. Balthasar’s particular account of triune kenosis, though, avoids a simple equation of kenosis with loss, and further avoids the metaphysically disastrous notion of God’s suffering, moving Sobrino beyond a significant impasse.

However, in light of the dehumanizing reality of material poverty, Balthasar also needs correction and supplementation. His account of poverty is romanticized, with the result that it valorizes deplorable conditions. I use Sobrino’s emphasis on the centrality of concrete historical praxis to correct serious shortcomings in Balthasar’s account of poverty. From Sobrino we learn to recognize the true face of poverty, and how to embody the “principle of mercy,” whereby we are led to take the crucified peoples down from their crosses.6

The Poor Church in CELAM Conferences

In this section, I briefly survey the development of the concepts of the poor church and the preferential option for the poor in the CELAM conferences of Medellín, Puebla, and Aparecida. Since I am not, in this context, arguing for the preferential option, but rather assuming it, my treatment here shall remain fairly cursory, rather than delving into the sources behind its development or its subsequent history of reception, or even attempting to account for the CELAM conferences in their totality.7 Instead, I limit myself to the strictures of what they affirm about the realities of poverty.

The term “preferential option for the poor” comes from the 1979 Puebla conference, but its roots are earlier in 1968’s conference at Medellín, which sought to take the spirit of Vatican II’s attention to the signs of the times, openness to the world, and renewed emphasis upon the local church, and apply it to the Latin American context.8 In their attending to the signs of the times, the bishops were faced with the situation of

The theme of poverty is treated most fully in chapter 14, “Poverty of the Church.” Here the bishops lament the fact that the church appears rich and aloof from the plight of the poor (Medellín 14.2–3). They differentiate between three uses of the word “poverty.” Material poverty, which inhibits a fully humanized life, is inherently evil. Spiritual poverty, by contrast, is an openness to and dependence upon God. Finally, an evangelical poverty is one that voluntarily takes on the conditions of material poverty in order to express solidarity and work for justice. This follows Christ’s example (Medellín 14.4). The conference called for a poor church, one which denounces injustices, preaches and exemplifies spiritual poverty, and is itself materially poor (Medellín 14.5).

These themes were developed just over a decade later at Puebla, where the bishops “affirm[ed] the need for conversion on the part of the whole Church to a preferential option for the poor, an option aimed at their integral liberation” (Puebla 1134). The dire poverty which afflicts the overwhelming majority in Latin America (Puebla 15–71, 1135) is denounced as “anti-evangelical” (Puebla 1159). The preferential option for the poor is grounded christologically, in Christ’s poverty, especially its expression on the cross, and the fact that the poor were the privileged recipients of his evangelizing activity (Puebla 1141–44). And yet, the poor are not merely recipients of evangelization. They too have evangelizing potential, and summon the church to conversion (Puebla 1147). On these bases (Christology and the evangelizing potential of the poor), the bishops call upon the church to adopt an evangelical poverty, which is motivated by the desire to “proclaim Christ the Savior,” but which proclamation requires structural changes (Puebla 1148–55 at 1153). The structural changes are necessary because the view of humanity and of human salvation is integral and historical. Actual historical human beings are being saved, and this means the healing of their historical conditions as well.

Finally, the more recent CELAM conference at Aparecida (2007) gives all of this a more explicitly missionary dimension, calling for a church of missionary disciples. The preferential option for the poor is rearticulated (Aparecida 391–98). More significantly, the evangelizing potential of the poor, articulated at Puebla, receives a new christological impetus in a theology of encounter. The impulse for missionary discipleship flows from an encounter with the risen Christ (Aparecida 13–14). Christians

9. Of course, even before the Medellín conference, Paul VI had recognized poverty as among the signs of the times in Populorum Progressio. See Bedford, Gekreuzigte Volk 20–23, for a treatment of Sobrino’s engagement with the signs of the times. Note especially Bedford’s observation that the “crucified peoples” are among the signs of the times for Sobrino. Ibid. 137–38.

10. These thoughts were subsequently developed by Gustavo Gutiérrez in his A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics, Salvation, 15th anniversary ed. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1988), whose work in part paved the way for the next episcopal conference at Puebla. For further development of the concept outside the CELAM conferences see, e.g., Jon Sobrino, The True Church and the Poor, trans. Matthew J. O’Connell (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1984); Sobrino, No Salvation Outside the Poor.

“are called to contemplate, in the suffering faces of our brothers and sisters, the face of Christ, who calls us to serve Him in them” (Aparecida 393).

This suffices to give a basic statement of the preferential option for the poor. It is christologically rooted, aims at the integral liberation of real men and women, and partakes of an important reciprocity whereby the poor are not only evangelized but are evangelizers. The preferential option calls for a church which is itself poor for the sake of the poor.

Jon Sobrino: The Kingdom of God and Self-Giving Praxis

Jon Sobrino, whose theology operates within this basic Latin American perspective, provides a significant development of the CELAM’s call for a poor church. Sobrino specifies that his theology arises from the perspective of the hope of the victims and in the service of transformative praxis, which is the concrete expression of doing the will of God. This will be important to bear in mind in interpreting his thought, for his theoretical formulations (such as they are) are not there for their own sake, but rather with a view to the sort of praxis they generate.

That Sobrino is predominantly concerned with praxis presents both a potential pitfall and an opportunity. The danger is this: Sobrino’s victim-oriented approach leads him to go beyond the notion that Christ discloses a God in solidarity with victims, and to affirm God as a suffering God, the “crucified God.” As I argue below, such a conception of God raises serious metaphysical and theological quandaries, and, in my view, exacerbates the problem it seeks to address. The opportunity presented by Sobrino’s praxis-driven approach is that he is not necessarily wed to any of these problematic metaphysical commitments, which will allow me to propose a different basis for his desiderata concerning solidarity with the poor.

The Unintended Consequences of Affirming Divine Suffering

The language of the “crucified God,” entered the theological lexicon largely through the influence of Jürgen Moltmann’s *The Crucified God,* and in the past few decades


affirmations of divine suffering have become not only common, but were for a while almost *de rigueur*. Sobrino, who wrote his doctoral dissertation on the Christologies of Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg, is undeniably influenced by Moltmann’s thought.

In order to avoid an argument of guilt by association, whereby Sobrino is suspect merely because Moltmann influenced him, or because he speaks of the “crucified God,” I shall focus on a few key affirmations about divine suffering from Sobrino. According to Sobrino, the key dispute at Nicea was not simply whether the man Jesus is God, “but what the being of God is,” and specifically, whether God is a God who suffers. It is crucial to see here that this goes beyond the question of whether or not the person who suffered on the cross was a divine person—a Chalcedonian Christology allows and even demands that we affirm that this is so: the impassible one suffered. Sobrino is concerned with the being of God. His motivation here is soteriological: “Without affinity there is no salvation. And this affinity has to reach down to the deepest levels in human beings, to where the expectation of salvation is most necessary and, at the same time, seems most difficult to achieve—in suffering.”

Going further, in *Christology at the Crossroads*, Sobrino is explicit in affirming “suffering as a mode of being for God,” as a way of affirming “the most profound intuition of the New Testament . . . that God is love.” Indeed, “God himself is crucified” in the death of Christ, and in this event, “the Father suffers the death of the Son and takes upon himself all the pain and suffering of history.” The reference to history is key, for Sobrino’s vision of God is not merely of a God involved with history, but of a God who “lets himself be affected by history,” because he “is a trinitarian ‘process’ on the way towards its ultimate fulfillment.”

18. Ibid. 266 (italics original). And yet see Weinandy’s argument that if the suffering of Calvary is conceived of as occurring in the being of God *qua* God, it actually destroys any affinity with our suffering, for then it would be utterly unlike human suffering. Weinandy, *Does God Suffer?* 204–5.
19. Sobrino, *Christology at the Crossroads* 217. The idea that in order to truly love, God needs to be able to suffer is characteristically Moltmannian. See Moltmann, *Crucified God* 222–23.
21. Ibid. 226. See also Sobrino, *Christ the Liberator* 91. Stålsett defends Sobrino from the charge that he makes suffering eternal by noting that he conceives of God as an as-yet-incomplete process. Stålsett, *The crucified and the Crucified* 469–70. However, as I argue below, this only exacerbates the problem.
O. Ernesto Valiente writes that for Sobrino, “This God-in-relation becomes vulnerable and is affected by a suffering world, but God is not dependent upon the world or constituted by God’s relationship with it.”22 While it would be significant indeed for Sobrino to affirm God’s independence from and non-constitution by his relationship with the world, I am not persuaded that this can be sustained. As I have just demonstrated, Sobrino views the Trinity as an as-yet incomplete process, and posits God’s suffering as necessary for affirming the insight that God is love, both of which seem to require a relationship with the world in order to be true. Moreover, the passages from Sobrino that Valiente cites do not specify God’s independence from the world, but rather his transcendence, which, in light of the foregoing, is not quite the same thing.23 In fact, the passages explicitly deny to God “the apatheia of the gods”24 and affirm his “impotence” as he “succumbs to [evil],” which demands that we rethink what divine transcendence means.25

This should suffice to give Sobrino’s basic position on the matter. Suffering does indeed affect God, who does not hold himself aloof from history and its vicissitudes, but rather stands in solidarity with the suffering of the world in order to rescue them from their suffering. God does not simply affect history, but is himself affected by it. While Sobrino turns to the idea of divine suffering as a resource for providing a vision of hope for history’s victims, the abandonment of divine impassibility carries with it monumental negative consequences, which I believe render it unacceptable. Indeed, a suffering God only exacerbates the problem of suffering.

As Thomas Weinandy argues, to suggest that God is capable of suffering risks “shattering” the subsistent relations of the Trinity.26 Indeed, affirming divine suffering ontologizes evil, rendering it necessary and making salvation dubitable if not impossible. For God to suffer he must exist within the same order as the creation, rather than as its transcendent Creator.27 “If the whole ontological system, which includes God, is impaired by evil, then there is no one, including God, who can repair it and make it right. Salvation—freedom from evil and suffering—becomes a false hope for it will never be obtained.”28 In all fairness, Sobrino’s position on suffering is that God takes suffering into himself in order to eradicate it.29 Nevertheless, a metaphysics that would allow God to suffer also precludes the elimination of suffering, for it makes suffering an ontological principle.

In addition to this metaphysical problem, there are serious moral quandaries posed by the idea of divine suffering. While Sobrino adopts this notion in order to safeguard the New Testament affirmation that God is love, the doctrine of impassibility actually

22. Valiente, Liberation through Reconciliation 190.
25. Sobrino, Jesus the Liberator 248.
27. Ibid. 153–55.
28. Ibid. 157.
29. Sobrino, Christ the Liberator 266; Sobrino, Christology at the Crossroads 224–29.
provides better support, for “if God did suffer . . . God would need not only to alleviate the suffering of others, but also his own suffering,” whereas, “since God does not suffer, his care for those who suffer is freely given and not evoked by some need on his part. His love is freely expressed entirely for the sake of those he loves.”

Moreover, if suffering is ontologized, as it must be for it to affect God, we are left with a monstrous universe and a loathsome god, as David Bentley Hart has forcefully argued. For under such an arrangement, history’s slaughter bench becomes necessary to the being of God, rather than a contingent state of affairs with no ultimate intelligibility. Sobrino’s characterizing God as an as-yet-incomplete process only exacerbates the issue. Perhaps the outcome will be good, but, if the corpse-strewn path of history is necessary to attain it, the cost of admission is too high, for such a project of self-realization through violence.

Of course Sobrino intends none of this, but that does not change the fact that these implications are consequent upon his affirmations. Nevertheless, as I noted above, his approach is not theoretical but practical. As he puts it, “The question is, what process does the crucified God initiate?” His concerns—whether they are positive or negative—are with praxis, not with the fabric of the universe. Were I to provide an alternative basis that would generate the same praxis, there should be no intrinsic problem to adopting it instead. This is what I intend to do with Balthasar. Before I do this, though, I must provide an account of Sobrino’s positive agenda so that it is clear for what I am marshaling Balthasar’s support.

Christology from Below and the Kingdom of God

Given his Latin American provenance and his praxis-oriented approach, it is unsurprising that Sobrino’s Christology is fundamentally a Christology from below. Even

32. So, Hart, Beauty of the Infinite 164–66; Hart, Doors of the Sea 98–99. Note the importance of Ivan Karamazov’s argument against theodicy for Hart’s position; e.g., Doors of the Sea 36–44. The most thorough treatment of the questions of divine suffering and suffering’s necessity in Sobrino’s thought of which I am aware is Stålsett, The crucified and the Crucified 429–92. Despite recognizing some attenuating factors, Stålsett ultimately decides that Sobrino’s position on divine suffering contains so many ambiguities that it can only be affirmed in a very circumscribed sense.
33. Sobrino, Jesus the Liberator 246.
34. Note, though, Goizueta’s suggestion that Sobrino’s Christology can be understood as “from above” insofar as it assumes the objectivity of God’s revelation and act in Christ, and “from below” insofar as it is grounded in the concrete history of Jesus. In other words, his outlook defies the simplistic bifurcation of this typology. Goizueta, “The Christology of Jon Sobrino” 92–93.
considering the post-Resurrection Christ, Sobrino has continual recourse to the concrete history of Jesus of Nazareth and laments its occlusion in the subsequent history of the church.\textsuperscript{35} In this, he is simply following the logic of the Pauline Christ hymn of Philippians 2:5–11. Christ’s exaltation follows his humiliation. His preexistent glory is only discerned after the fact of his earthly career, which culminated in his death on the cross. Only in the resurrection’s light is it clear that Christ is the glorious Son of God.\textsuperscript{36} Sobrino’s way of negotiating this pattern is clearly seen in his treatment of the christological titles. In the case of each title, there are two stages of its history. In the first, the title is applied in an explanatory way to Jesus. In such case, one already knows what priesthood, lordship, or being Messiah entails, and sees this as a fitting way to describe Jesus. In a subsequent and decisive stage, though, Jesus’s history comes to fill out and define the title. One moves from saying that Jesus is Lord to recognizing that Lord is Jesus.\textsuperscript{37}

Sobrino’s is a Christology from below in another sense as well. Gustavo Gutiérrez speaks of doing “theology from the underside of history.”\textsuperscript{38} The Christology and attendant ecclesiology generated by such a perspective takes into account the fact that Jesus occupied this underside. An adequate Christology must, therefore adopt the view of the poor and otherwise marginalized.\textsuperscript{39} Hence, merely attending to history is inadequate, for “the history of humanity has been written ‘with a white hand,’” and “history’s losers have another outlook,”\textsuperscript{40} which must be taken into consideration, but typically is not.

This Christology from below serves a few important functions for Sobrino in his quest for a transformative theology from and for the victims. First, it roots our reflections upon Christ in history, where real men and women dwell. It marks out history, then, as the site of God’s saving activity.\textsuperscript{41} Second, such a view reminds us that Jesus himself

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{35} Sobrino, \textit{Christ the Liberator}, passim, but esp. 225–27.
\item \textsuperscript{36} See Lassalle-Klein, \textit{Blood and Ink} 314–15, for discussion of this history-of-salvation-shaped approach to Christology in Sobrino, which derives from Rahner.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Sobrino, \textit{Christ the Liberator} 118–19, 130–34, 140–43, 153–59. See also Goizueta, “The Christology of Jon Sobrino” 92–93; Bedford, \textit{Gekreuzigte Volk} 79–83, but note that Bedford raises questions about the adequacy of Sobrino’s retrieval of the historical Jesus 103–6). See also, Stålsett, \textit{The crucified and the Crucified} 179–217.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Ibid. 206–12; See also Jorge Costadoat’s characterization of Sobrino’s Christology from the perspective of history’s victims. “Central Themes in Sobrino’s Christology,” in Pope, \textit{Hope & Solidarity} 119–30 at 120–21.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Gutiérrez, \textit{The Power of the Poor in History} 201; citing Leonardo Boff, \textit{Teologia do cativerio e da libertação} (Lisbon: Multinova, 1976).
\item \textsuperscript{41} Sobrino, \textit{Church and Poor} 280–84; Sobrino \textit{Christ the Liberator} 225–27. In this regard, see also Ignacio Ellacuría’s account of “salvation in history” as the proper way to understand the concept of salvation history in \textit{Freedom Made Flesh: The Mission of Christ and His Church}, trans. John Drury (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1976) 5–18. On the impact of Ellacuría’s fundamental theology upon Sobrino, see Lassalle-Klein, \textit{Blood and Ink} 285–336; Valiente, \textit{Liberation through Reconciliation} 70–80. Both Lassalle-Klein and Valiente argue that Ellacuría, making use of Zubiri, historicizes Rahner’s transcendental theology.
\end{itemize}
died as a victim of history, which then shifts the resurrection into a different register. It is the vindication of an innocent victim, marking God out as the God who will raise history’s victims.42 Third, foregrounding the life of Jesus means foregrounding the sort of praxis in which he was engaged.43 Fourth, and synthesizing these other strands, it recovers the central place of the Kingdom of God in Jesus’s life and ministry.44

In Sobrino’s Christology, two relationships prove constitutive of Jesus’s identity. One is his relationship to God. The other is his relationship to the Kingdom.45 Christ’s entire concrete existence is a revelation of God.46 Hence, Sobrino’s Christology and its attendant soteriology are regnocentric. I shall return to this point below. For now, though, let us note with Sobrino that the content of Jesus’s preaching—the content of the Gospel—is the Kingdom of God.47 This calls, then, for a christological concentration of our understanding of the Kingdom, rather than a christological reduction. In other words, the mere appearance of Jesus on the stage of history is not God’s ultimate purpose.48 Instead, Jesus

42. Sobrino, Christ the Liberator 84. This theme receives extensive treatment in Bedford, Gekreuzigte Volk 175–81, and serves as the subject matter of the lengthy postscript to Stålsett, The crucified and the Crucified 571–84.


48. Sobrino, Church and Poor 41–43; Sobrino, Christ the Liberator 144–47. See also Costadoat, “Sobrino’s Christology” 122; Stålsett, The crucified and the Crucified 237–41.
comes to mediate the Kingdom. This highlights the practical dimension of Jesus’s ministry and of discipleship. For Jesus was devoted to bringing about the Kingdom, and those who would follow after him must walk the same path. The Kingdom of God roots our consideration of salvation and of Christ’s mediation of that salvation in concrete history, in the lives of real women and men. The political entailments of Christ’s ministry are foregrounded in this consideration. All of this serves in accomplishing Sobrino’s stated goal of transformative praxis on behalf of and from the perspective of history’s victims.

**Self-Gift as the Kingdom’s Character**

So, then, Christ is dually constituted by his relations to God and to the Kingdom. What is the character of that by which he is so constituted? In both cases, the determining reality is that of self-giving. As Sobrino writes,

> Jesus is constituted as person precisely in this self-giving to this “other” who is God . . . What makes this radical self-giving possible and requires it—and demonstrates it—is Jesus’ history down to his end on the cross . . . This relationship of Jesus to God in the way of historical self-giving—not only in the way of provenance—can also be described in the term sonship. The divine sonship of Christ can then come to be expressed through the following stages: (1) establishing Jesus’ historical relationship with the Father as self-giving; (2) understanding this self-giving as an expression of sonship, as Jesus’ unity with and differentiation from the Father; (3) identifying this sonship of Jesus with that of the eternal Son.

So, then, Jesus’s divinity, the essence of his sonship, is located in his self-giving to the Father, which is expressed most fully at the cross, which is the historical outcome of his itinerary of proclaiming God’s reign and standing in solidarity with the poor. Jesus dies at the hands of the powers that be, and it is here that he most clearly reveals the Father and the Father’s love, for even in the face of death, he does not turn from his vocation of love and solidarity, but continues to offer himself to God, and to God’s service. As we shall see, this constitutive role for self-gift is an important point of contact with Balthasar’s theology, an affinity which will allow for my Balthasarian

49. Sobrino, *Christ the Liberator* 43–49; Sobrino, *Church and Poor* 43–47. This is particularly developed in Bedford’s treatment of the centrality of discipleship (“Nachfolge”) in Sobrino’s Christology, a concern which binds together the Kingdom of God, praxis, and ecclesiology. Bedford, *Gekreuzigte Volk* 73–93. See also Stålsett, *The crucified and the Crucified* 267–75. Significantly, Stålsett locates Jesus’s relationship to his disciples as a third central relationship for Jesus’ identity, alongside the Kingdom of God (225–37) and the “God of the Kingdom” (237–41).


supplementation. Likewise, the centrality of the cross provides an important affinity between these theologies. In the next section I shall introduce Balthasar for the purpose of supplementing Sobrino’s positive agenda while avoiding the metaphysical pitfall I have identified in his theology. In so doing, another area of supplementation for Sobrino will also become clear.

**Hans Urs von Balthasar and Eucharistic Poverty**

The Swiss theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar may seem like a strange resource to support the concerns of liberation theologies. He has, after all, written critically about liberation theology, and exemplifies what might be considered a Christology from above in contrast to the more typically Latin American Christologies from below. Moreover, European location separates him from the Latin American milieu within which the preferential option arose and is most keenly felt. In other words, he is distant from the underside of history about which Gutiérrez speaks. Frankly, when a North American proposes a European as a corrective for a Latin American, he or she should step lightly. However, as Sobrino notes, there is a potential for harmony between the European and Latin American theological outlooks. The problem is not incompatibility so much as it is European theology’s tendency towards non-historically conscious hegemony. One must avoid Eurocentrism rather than Europeans. By placing Balthasar into dialogue with theologies from the Latin American context, and indeed bringing him correction from them, I aim to avoid this problematic Eurocentrism, even as I demonstrate Balthasar’s enriching and corrective potential for the quest for a poor church, and thereby, hopefully, embody a catholicity of outlook that neither unduly privileges nor outright neglects diverse voices.


53. As we shall see below, though, his trinitarian theology has continual recourse to the concrete history of Jesus of Nazareth. Hence, it is more accurate to see his Christology as cutting across such distinctions as “from above” and “from below,” in a manner parallel to what Goizueta observed with Sobrino. Goizueta, “The Christology of Jon Sobrino” 92–93.


55. Sobrino, *Church and Poor* 36. Elsewhere, Sobrino writes of the potential for reciprocity between the churches as they enter into a posture of openness in giving and receiving from one another. Sobrino, *Principle of Mercy* 156–57.
Dispossessive Christ, Dispossessive Church

For Balthasar, Jesus Christ lives an entirely dispossessive existence. In his life and ministry, particularly by his obedience to the Father, Jesus is “transparent” to the Father.56 This transparency to the Father means that Jesus, rather than determining himself, allows himself to be fully determined by his mission from the Father. His life and ministry, then, are dispossessive. This dispossession is further exemplified in the fact that his entire life is oriented towards his death on the cross, and this death on the cross is a total self-giving.57 A genuine poverty, then, pervades the life and ministry of Christ. However, this does not give the complete picture. In order to fully appreciate Balthasar’s dispossessive Christology, we must recognize its eucharistic character.58 “Only the Eucharist really completes the Incarnation,” he writes.59 Christ’s expropriated existence is not dispossession for dispossession’s sake, but dispossession for the good of others, for the life of the world. It is poverty so that others might become rich.60 For this reason, I propose construing Balthasar’s christological vision as a eucharistic poverty. Balthasar writes that “bread and wine do not conceal the flesh and blood of Christ, but rather reveal precisely in what an essential manner Christ wills to be nourishment for us, how deeply he incorporates himself in us in order to take us up into himself.”61 A eucharistic poverty, then, is not one in which one simply divests oneself of wealth. Rather, a eucharistic poverty manifests itself in giving one’s substance fully to another, so that the other might live.62 As I shall demonstrate in the next section, Balthasar’s trinitarian theology envisions this life-giving gift of self as the reality that constitutes the being of God.

62. I use the term “substance” here in all its polyvalent ambiguity, signaling both self and wealth, and with an eye to its deployment in sacramental theology.
It is for this reason that Balthasar insists that “the doctrine of the covenant or of the church (even including the doctrine of the sacraments) must not be construed as merely a result of the cross event, but rather as an intrinsic moment of it.”\textsuperscript{63} Christ has come to bring about human salvation, which means that the church, as the community of salvation’s realization, must itself share an intrinsic relationship with his saving activity, rather than being a mere aftereffect. Through partaking of the Eucharist, the church enters more deeply into the dispossessive reality of Christ’s life and death, and comes itself to share in his life-giving and eucharistic poverty.\textsuperscript{64} Such a church, in other words, will be a church on mission, giving itself fully to the world for the sake of the world’s salvation.

**Triune Dispossession**

In order to complete the picture, I must bring one more component of Balthasar’s thought into view. It is this component which, I believe, most strongly underwrites the evangelical poverty of the church. I refer to the grounding of all the foregoing in the intra-triune life of God. For Balthasar, Christ’s history is an \textit{ad extra} enactment of God’s own life.\textsuperscript{65} This includes the event of the cross, which, by its scandal demands that we radically rethink who God must be in order for this to have been his act.\textsuperscript{66} So while this is an exercise in speculation, and perhaps a Christology from above, it is at the same time filled out in its content by continual recourse to the events of Jesus of Nazareth.\textsuperscript{67} While its perspective is not history’s underside, there is nothing inherent

\textsuperscript{63} Balthasar, \textit{Theodramatik} 3:296–97 (my translation).

\textsuperscript{64} Balthasar, \textit{GL} 7:97, 100–1, 175, 429. See further Healy and Schindler, “Balthasar on Church as Eucharist” 59; Casarella, “\textit{Analogia Donationis}” 148–50; Kereszty, “Eucharist and Mission” 9.
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to Balthasar’s methodology that precludes adopting this perspective, particularly as he desires to take Christ’s concrete history into account.

In any case, reasoning backwards from the cross-Eucharist to what God must be like in light of this, Balthasar articulates a theory of an intra-trinitarian kenosis.68 The Father’s Ur-kenosis involves his entire expropriation of being in the eternal generation of the Son. The Son, who eternally receives his being from the Father, might be said to exemplify the attitude of spiritual poverty articulated by Medellín (14.4), because of his open, receptive, and dependent posture. And as Christ is himself transparent to the Father, and since the Father is characterized by this fundamental kenosis, the Son immediately, eternally, and gratefully returns the gift by joining in the spiration of the Holy Spirit, a movement which Balthasar characterizes as an eternal Eucharist.69

Indeed, it is this eternal dynamic of the divine processions which renders possible creation and redemption. The divine difference and even distance between Father and Son is the condition of possibility for creaturely difference. The creation occurs by participation in the Son’s eternal generation.70 Sin, then, is a “knot” in the Son’s eternal Eucharist, by which the return gift is withheld, and redemption is a restoring of created reality into this eternal eucharistic dynamic in which it lives and moves and has its being.71

Two significant results follow from this trinitarian grounding of the economy. First, the fundamental shape of the universe is kenotic dispossession. It is crucial to note that for Balthasar, this dispossession and kenosis do not form a negative concept, but rather a positive one, namely the divine life.72 This is significant because it means that we cannot simply gloss kenosis or self-gift as “loss.” Instead, the movement of self-gift is one that fulfills the being of the giver. This is the import of my naming this dynamic a eucharistic poverty. It is a genuine giving away of oneself, which is poverty. And yet this self-gift is not a loss, but rather a fuller reception of oneself. The Son’s return-gift of joining the Father in the spiration of the Holy Spirit constitutes his Personhood. His return to the Father occurs in the movement of going out from the Father.73 The inmost

reality of all existence is to give oneself away to and for another. In the light of such a trinitarian theology, in calling for a poor church that exists for the sake of the poor, the Latin American episcopal conferences are calling upon the church to live according to the grain of the universe. This is the strongest possible theological grounding for the poor church. And this call is not a call to loss, but to a fuller life.

Second, this ontology does not make suffering or violence necessary, and hence, does not underwrite regimes of suffering and violence. The triune kenosis is a life-giving dynamic wherein each of the divine Persons is fulfilled. Only with the distortion of sin does this kenosis take on the character of suffering or loss. The divine dynamic retains its eternal and immutable shape, but the contingency of sin gives it a different character in the economy.74 This is significant, for it enables God to be intimately involved in the world process, without himself becoming mutably entangled in the world process. Indeed, once more, we must note that Balthasar’s theology of triune kenosis was adopted specifically as a strategy for upholding the immutability of God, in contrast to the sort of theology of God’s suffering found in Moltmann.75 God does not need the created other (and hence the ability to suffer) in order to be loving, for already, in Godself, God has the divine other and, thereby a plenitude of love. For this reason, the particularities of the world and its history, and God’s involvement in that history, are taken into account here without thereby making that history, with all of its violence, suffering, and horror, in any way necessary. Hence, from Balthasar we can gain an ontological grounding for Sobrino’s theological agenda, which I have termed “eucharistic poverty,” while at the same time avoiding the idea of a suffering God and all of the problematic metaphysical baggage it entails.

Eucharistic Poverty and Sobrino

I am advancing my own Balthasarian account of eucharistic poverty as a corrective for Sobrino’s theology. In addition to the metaphysical concerns about the necessity of suffering that I have already explained, I believe that this formulation advances Sobrino’s vision specifically by its recourse to the Eucharist. As I noted above, a vision of the cross as expressive as self-giving love is central to both Sobrino and Balthasar. Yet they diverge when it comes to how the memory of the cross is carried forth into history.76 For Balthasar the Eucharist plays a central role in the memory of the cross.


76. “Diverge” is perhaps too strong a term, as both would most likely affirm the other’s mechanism of anamnesis. The divergence is in the area of emphases.
For Sobrino, the memory of the cross is carried forward in the reality of martyrdom, wherein the martyrs bear within themselves the form of Jesus. They, as individual concentrations of the crucified peoples (a concept to which I shall return in more depth below), are set in a mutually explanatory relationship with the crucified Jesus. They derive their meaning from him, while the reality of his saving act of self-giving and kenosis is seen in their flesh throughout history.

Obviously, the witness of the martyrs is an important, and poignant, locus for carrying forward the memory of the cross. I want to suggest, though, that a eucharistic formulation also advances Sobrino’s agenda, and provides a more comprehensive ecclesial vision. I might further add that in the post-apostolic church martyrdom and the Eucharist are thoroughly intertwined. At times, Sobrino approaches such a eucharistic formulation of self-giving love with statements to the effect that “the objective foundations of the Church were laid at the Last Supper. To interpret the Last Supper as laying the foundation of a new people grounded on the law of the ‘for the many’ is to have the germ of a truly profound theology of the Church.” Or that the gospel of Jesus’s person and the gospel of the “shared [eucharistic] table” are mutually interpretive realities unique to Christianity.

However, to my knowledge, Sobrino never makes this eucharistic understanding of Christ’s identity explicit. References to kenosis abound, but the Eucharist is mentioned only in passing. So while there is self-emptying, Sobrino makes no explicit connection between that self-emptying and giving life to another by means of it. He has an account of self-gift, and an account of poverty, but not an account of eucharistic poverty. A possible insight into this lacuna comes from Sobrino’s statement that “liturgical celebrations . . . are all necessary in the church, and they can be good, although they sometimes are not. The important thing is that, good or not, they are not the primary real ecclesial substance.” The primary ecclesial substance of which he speaks is “making real in actu the church’s response and correspondence to God today, in faith, hope, and charity as a community of believers,” particularly in life-giving solidarity with the poor. Perhaps Sobrino fears a sacramental obscuring of a fundamental priority. After all, many of the

77. Sobrino, *Principle of Mercy* 73–85; Sobrino, *Christ the Liberator* 189, 217, 249, 279, 305–6, 340. For anamnesis more specifically see *Christ the Liberator* 245–47.
82. Sobrino, “Communion, Conflict, Solidarity” 620.
83. Ibid. 620–22 at 620.
soldiers and officials responsible for the violence against the poor and those who stood with them were regular communicants. If one can receive the Body and Blood of Christ week after week and still order or carry out assassinations, something is indeed being obscured.

However, I want to suggest that making the eucharistic connection more explicit better serves the purpose of promoting action on behalf of the poor. First, it makes more explicit that kenotic self-dispossession is in the service of giving life to others. Jesus empties himself to give himself as food for the life of the world. Similarly, the church does not dispossess itself as an end in itself, but for the sake of giving life to others. It is, in short, a eucharistic poverty. Second, such a formulation better connects itself to the prevailing ecclesiological and ecumenical consensus that the church realizes itself in the Eucharist. And yet it does so in such a way as to render unmistakable that the Eucharist that makes the church is the enactment of a self-divestment for the sake of others.

Moreover, the Eucharist is central to the ecclesiological outlook of the Second Vatican Council. To take but one prominent example, Sacrosanctum Concilium identifies the eucharistic celebration as “the high point towards which the activity of the church is directed, and, simultaneously, the source from which all its power flows.”84 And, indeed, as Massimo Faggioli has persuasively argued, the ecclesiological vision of Vatican II is deeply tied to the liturgical reforms of Sacrosanctum Concilium.85 In point of fact, the recovery of the authority of episcopal conferences, which proved vital for the development of the outlook articulated in the CELAM conferences, has its roots in Sacrosanctum Concilium.86 The point is that the flowering of Latin American theology is often construed as a fruition of the Council’s ecclesial vision. To the extent that this is true, this other aspect of conciliar ecclesiology ought also to be embodied. Moreover, it can be embodied in such a way as to advance the particular theological vision and concerns of Latin American theologians.

I wish to stress three considerations at this juncture. First, there is no reason inherent to Sobrino’s theology why such an account of eucharistic poverty could not be adopted, particularly because his approach to theoretical frameworks is an ad hoc one,

86. SC 22. On this see Faggioli, True Reform 73, 80, 90, 130.
interested primarily in the praxis that such frameworks generate. Indeed, and second, such an account of eucharistic poverty actually advances Sobrino’s own agenda because it provides a basis for the sort of praxis that is the orienting telos of Sobrino’s outlook, and does so in a particularly strong sense—this is the nature of reality. Third, adopting this framework helps Sobrino’s theology to avoid the metaphysically troubling implications of a theology of the suffering God, which wind up making suffering necessary. As an added advantage, it provides a greater continuity with the ecclesiological horizons of Vatican II.

Mercy’s Corrective

My considerations thus far have stressed the ways in which Balthasar’s theology can help to advance Sobrino’s theological vision, and do so in a way that corrects some of Sobrino’s shortcomings. However, this movement of correction is by no means one-directional. The perspective afforded by the underside of history, from which Sobrino works, and which, by and large, Balthasar neglects, exposes a serious shortcoming of Balthasar’s own theology, and offers a corrective to it.

The Principle of Mercy and the Eucharistically Decentered Church

In The Principle of Mercy, Sobrino articulates perhaps more clearly the sort of in actu ecclesial engagement that he sees as the true ecclesial substance (on which, see above). Jesus’s life was preeminently structured by mercy, which means that the church’s life should likewise be so structured. Mercy, which is not simply a feeling, but rather an interiorization of another’s suffering that leads immediately to action, is an irreducible motivation. Merciful action is not for the sake of any other goal. It is its own sufficient cause. This is what it means for mercy to be a principle, and this is what ought to motivate the church. Mercy necessarily decents the church, for mercy moves it beyond itself to the suffering other.

This means, then, that a church centered on the Eucharist ought to be necessarily decentered. For the Eucharist is an encounter with the merciful Christ in his act of self-sacrifice. More than that, the Eucharist is an incorporation into that act of self-sacrifice, for the ecclesial body, as part of the totus Christus, is itself the body of Christ.

See also Michael E. Lee, Bearing the Weight of Salvation: The Soteriology of Ignacio Ellacuría (New York: Herder & Herder, 2009) 135–56, for an attempt at rapprochement between radical orthodoxy’s more Eucharist-centric methodology and Ignacio Ellacuría’s soteriology.
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which is offered to the Father, out of mercy, for the life of the world.\(^91\) Of course, merely celebrating the Eucharist is insufficient. As Sobrino notes, such activities require their own verification in praxis.\(^92\) There could be any number of reasons why eucharistic practice might fail to issue in the merciful praxis of which it partakes, into which it incorporates the faithful, toward which it impels its communicants. It is not my purpose to diagnose these issues, but rather to argue what ought to be the case, so that abortive eucharistic practice might be clearly seen as a distorted perversion of the church’s sacramental life.

Thus far, Balthasar would agree with all of these statements. The church, in contrast with Israel, is decentered.\(^93\) It lacks its own form, and is instead determined by the Christ form as its inmost identity.\(^94\) It is atopic, lacking its own place. Its reception of the Christ form demands that it transcend its own boundaries and put itself at the service of the Lord and of all peoples.\(^95\) There is no prior moment during which the church could be abstracted from its missionary engagement with the world. Rather, the church’s identity is in its mission.\(^96\) Where Balthasar fails, though, is his lack of attention to history, which de-forms his theology in crucial ways.

History and Deromanticized Poverty

Balthasar has been accused of working in abstraction from actual history, with the Christ form as a somewhat idealized notion.\(^97\) While these criticisms may not always be fair, Balthasar’s treatment of poverty does evince this shortcoming. The discussion of poverty in *Glory of the Lord* 7 is almost exclusively a spiritual poverty, which is seen as commendable. Jesus is exemplary of the proper poverty.\(^98\) Balthasar acknowledges Jesus’s utter poverty, and that it is an act of solidarity with the poor. In particular, this solidarity with the poor led Jesus to the cross.\(^99\) Jesus’s poverty is connected to his saving role: “Jesus is the bringer of salvation, who is equipped only to share. For himself, he has nothing.”\(^100\) All of this is true, and beautiful, and affirmed by the CELAM conferences in their treatment of spiritual poverty. And yet it is dangerously incomplete.
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91. Sobrino makes explicit connection to the church’s mission and the paschal mystery in *Church and Poor* 110, 184.
What is missing in Balthasar’s theology of poverty is attention to the actual conditions and effects of poverty affecting real women and men in history. Concrete and historical poverty is dehumanizing and objectively sinful (Medellín 14.4). In light of this, Balthasar’s romanticized notion of poverty is not only inadequate and incomplete. It can actually do harm. For insofar as the Christ form is exemplary, and insofar as it is mapped onto poverty without noting the distinction between dehumanizing material poverty and spiritual poverty, appeal to the Christ form runs the very real risk of valorizing deplorable conditions and underwriting systems of injustice and oppression. In this light, Balthasar’s statement that on the basis of Christ’s poverty the Synoptic Gospels contain “outrageous, seemingly inhuman demands [of poverty]” is chilling.

I should note, though, that Balthasar’s recourse to the Christ form does not necessarily underwrite dehumanizing injustice. It is, after all, grounded in the triune life, and any suffering involved is a contingent result of sin, rather than anything necessary. Suffering and injustice remain horrific distortions of reality, rather than receiving metaphysical support. However, in light of concrete history, we must be sure that our use of such concepts makes it clear that it does not involve a valorization of sinful realities, nor does it endorse acquiescence to the dehumanizing status quo.

Merciful Praxis: Taking the Crucified Peoples Down from Their Crosses

So the first corrective Balthasar’s account of eucharistic poverty needs is to be purified of any false romanticism by recourse to concrete history and a distinction between material, spiritual, and evangelical poverty. This leads naturally to a second corrective. Sobrino’s theology has frequent recourse to Ignacio Ellacuría’s notion of “crucified peoples,” the innocent victims of history, almost always the poor. Jesus dies on the
cross as one of the victims of history, poor, crushed, and oppressed by the powers that be. He and the crucified peoples are mutually explanatory. The resurrection, then, shows the sort of praxis in which God engages towards history’s victims. “What is specific about Jesus’s resurrection is, therefore, not what God does with a dead body but what God does with a victim.” In other words, God is the God who raises the crucified peoples.

As I have noted, Balthasar’s theology is not inimical to praxis. The church is moved beyond itself to engagement with the world. So the second corrective I propose is not merely the addition of praxis to our considerations, but rather to spell out the shape of that praxis. As Sobrino insists, the principle of mercy demands that in our encounter with the crucified peoples of history we take them down from their crosses. In other words, our praxis must aim towards undoing the conditions that create dehumanizing poverty. Balthasar acknowledges that such activity may be a necessary “prerequisite” for evangelization, but insists that the liberation brought by Christ is “deeper” than the merely political. However, a reduction to the political is not in view, but rather a recognition of the sort of concrete demands made by the form of the crucified and risen Christ. A recognition that poverty dehumanizes and that Christ’s salvation aims at the integral healing of humanity will not allow spiritualizing reductions any more than it allows for political reduction.

Our treatment of engagement with the crucified peoples would be incomplete if we did not also take into account what Sobrino notes as their evangelizing potential. For one thing, the crucified people embody genuinely humanizing values. This invites the Global North to embrace a more human existence and leave behind the dehumanizing distortions of Western culture. Conversely, the crucified peoples allow their oppressors to see their own sin in bold relief. They show the cruel inhumanity of Europe, the United States, and others, which invites repentance and conversion. Finally, engagement with the crucified peoples serves to mediate Christ’s presence. They embody something of the grace of Christ. “To go forth to the poor with the

---
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intention of liberating them is to understand God’s vision for the world and to conform to the reality of God. In this historical way the evangelizer becomes ever more Christian and, in the deepest sense of the term, is divinized.”114 Because of the evangelizing potential of the crucified peoples, we fundamentally misunderstand matters if we think exclusively in terms of giving to the poor and not also of receiving from them.115 Hence, the self-giving in view when we speak of a eucharistic poverty runs in two directions. It is not only the rich giving to and for the poor. The poor also give to and for the rest of the world.

Conclusion: Eucharistic Poverty Beyond Paternalism

The church, then, is not just a church for the poor, but a church of the poor.116 Apart from this recognition, the eucharistic poverty I have articulated will remain at the level of paternalism, and will not have the proper liberating effect. The poor are not merely the patients of the church’s merciful activity. Unless they are also agents, then their integral liberation has not occurred.117 Indeed, even on Balthasar’s terms, redemption consists in restoring the proper creaturely response to the eternal eucharistic dynamic, and does not bypass creaturely agency. Instead of paternalism, the relationship is reciprocal.118 The poor, and the rich who enter into solidarity with them, give a complementary witness to Christ.119 My hope is that this juxtaposition of Balthasar and Sobrino has served to highlight this reciprocity and complementarity, and to do so in a way that corrects the shortcomings of each approach. Apart from such correctives, each theologian’s approach risks inadvertently underwriting the world’s suffering, whether metaphysically in Sobrino’s case, or by ahistorical romanticism in Balthasar’s. From Balthasar, Sobrino’s outlook gains a more adequate metaphysics, which avoids the notion of divine passibility, as well as a eucharistic expression of the church’s poverty-for-others. From Sobrino, Balthasar gains a more nuanced and differentiated notion of “poverty,” and thereby avoids inadvertently underwriting human suffering with a romanticized notion of poverty. With these correctives in place, the church is better positioned to more faithfully embody the form of the crucified and risen Christ enacted and given to it in the eucharistic

114. Sobrino, Church and Poor 295. See also Sobrino, Principle of Mercy 54–56. Lassalle-Klein points to the importance of joining with God in this praxis of taking the crucified peoples down from their crosses for Sobrino’s theology of deification. Lassalle-Klein, Blood and Ink 328–35.
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117. Sobrino, No Salvation Outside the Poor 17–19. See Costadoat’s treatment of Sobrino’s “impressive theological turn” whereby the poor themselves are given agency in the work of liberation. Costadoat, “Sobrino’s Christology” 127.
118. Sobrino, Church and Poor 114–15; Sobrino, Principle of Mercy 156–57.
action, and to, embodying this form, engage in the merciful praxis of taking the crucified peoples down from their crosses.
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